Tools of the Trade: Thought Experiments Examined

By Tamar Gendler

At the end of the last century, Ernst Mach coined a term to describe a particular technique of scientific investigation, a mental analogue to physical experiment which he dubbed “Gedankenexperiment.” According to Mach, this method is central to the history of science; its greatest practitioners include Aristotle and Galileo, and its careful employment “led to enormous changes in our thinking and to an opening up of most important new paths of inquiry.”

In the century that followed, Mach's term (and its English translation) showed up occasionally in the philosophy of science literature, most notably, perhaps, in Karl Popper’s “On the Use and Misuse of Imaginary Experiments, Especially in Quantum Theory,” and in Thomas Kuhn’s, “A Function for Thought Experiments.” Discussions of the technique — in science and in philosophy — made sporadic appearances on the pages of philosophy journals, each year’s Philosophers’ Index sporting some dozen entries under “Thought Experiment.” Then, in the mid-1980s, the Zeitgeist smiled upon thought experiments; they were explicitly recognized as a central technique in analytic philosophy, and self-conscious philosophical scrutiny was directed upon them.

In the Spring of 1986, Tamara Horowitz and Gerald Massey organized a conference at the University of Pittsburgh on “The Place of Thought Experiments in Science and Philosophy.” The papers given at that conference, along with several others inspired by it, are collected in Thought Experiments in Science and Philosophy, published in 1991. A year later, Roy Sorensen published his Thought Experiments, a detailed ten-chapter discussion of thought experiments in philosophy and science, in which he defends their continuity with physical experiment, and adduces numerous arguments in favor of their philosophical legitimacy.

Sorensen’s style is chatty and unpretentious, full of striking turns of phrase and colloquialisms: “I am bullish on the comparison;” “this prototype gives us a bum steer;” “Wittgenstein discourages fascination with mental freak shows;” “traditional metaphysicians scoffed at Meinong’s...
forays into the ontological nightlife.” This makes his book generally fun and refreshing to read but occasionally it becomes exhausting.

If anything, Sorensen’s book is too comprehensive. The book begins with a presentation of examples of thought experiments in philosophy and science, then puts forth and counters the main arguments that have been advanced against thought experiment as a technique. This is followed by chapters on Mach and Kuhn, then by Sorensen’s own attempt to reconstruct the logical structure of thought experiments and taxonomize them accordingly. The final chapters of the book explore vagueness, experiment, and fallacies.

Sorensen writes for a lay audience (defining such symbols as “□” and “◊” and providing identifying epithets for philosophers such as Descartes and Leibniz), but he tries at the same time to keep a level of sophistication that will satisfy the professional philosophical reader. As a consequence, one sometimes has the feeling of riding with an adolescent driver in a new Porsche: hurtled from zero to sixty in a single paragraph. In six pages, for instance, Sorensen surveys the main arguments for and against the views that conceivability implies possibility and vice versa; in four pages, he runs through the issues concerning experiment. One wishes he would slow down a bit, since the book is replete with suggestive reconceptions and reconstructions of standard arguments. But Sorensen romps through field after field, stopping sometimes to give an extended example, but then, impatiently, dashing off to the next topic.

Many of the themes raised by Sorensen are discussed by authors in the Horowitz and Massey volume.6 Heeding Mach’s recognition that “thought experiments are important not only in physics, but in every field,”7 Horowitz and Massey gather contributors from physics, biology, mathematics, and linguistics, as well as the history of ancient, medieval, and early modern philosophy, and philosophy from both the analytic and continental traditions. As is to be expected in such a collection, the philosophical quality of the contributions varies tremendously. A number of the papers in this volume are not by trained philosophers, and some seem, as a consequence, philosophically rather slender. But because the book is so interdisciplinary, one stumble[s] over insights even when wading through the less stimulating entries, and when strolling among the more impressive articles, one is even arrested by them.

The anthology’s twenty-one papers have been divided into four sections: Thought Experiments in the History of Science and Philosophy;8 Thought Experiments in Logic and Mathematics9; Thought Experiments in the Sciences;10 and Thought Experiments in Philosophy.11 Since the book begins with a thirty-page introduction by the editors that provides competent page-long summaries of each of the articles included in the volume, I shall not attempt to be comprehensive here. Rather, I will confine myself to the patterns I found most striking, and the insights I found most intriguing.

Approximately half of the contributors provide some definition of what they take “thought experiment” to mean. These range from the evocative:

Thought experiments are performed in the laboratory of the mind. Beyond that bit of metaphor it’s hard to say just what they are. We recognize them when we see them.12
to the technical:

A thought experiment is an ordered pair \(<\phi, \delta>\) where \(\phi\) is a set of persons (audience and/or presenter) and \(\delta\) is a set of statements \(\{T, P_1, P_2, \ldots, P_n, Q\}\) where:

1. \(T\) is a description that is not in fact true (because it is idealized) of any experiment in this world;
2. Members of \(\phi\) believe that \(P_1, P_2, \ldots, P_n\) are scientific laws or principles;
3. Members of \(\phi\) believe that \(\exists x (T(x) \land P_1 \land P_2 \land \ldots \land P_n \implies Q)\).

Interestingly, few of the philosophers attempt such definitions. Maybe there is a lesson in this; can philosophical thought experiments be sharply distinguished from other philosophical techniques? Perhaps not. In this volume, Nicholas Rescher argues that much Presocratic reasoning can properly be understood as thought experimentation; Peter King contends that medieval treatises on obligations (formalized debates or disputes) represent “a developed body of reflection on the method of thought experiment”; Rolf George argues that thought experiments are a defining feature of early modern epistemology; J.N. Mohanty suggests that the Husserlian technique of eidetic variation is basically that of thought experiment; and Gerald Massey argues that thought experiment is contemporary analytic philosophy’s main modus operandi, the modern surrogate for meaning analysis. If thought experiment is so central to philosophy, it is no wonder it should prove so challenging to define.

Still, many of the issues raised by the definitions in the “Sciences” sections have important implications for philosophy. Perhaps the most interesting of these definitions is John Norton’s, taken from his subtle and illuminating article:

Thought experiments are arguments which:
(i) posit hypothetical or counterfactual states of affairs, and (ii) invoke particulars irrelevant to the generality of the conclusion.”

Although Norton thinks all thought experiments are actually arguments, and thus in principle reconstructible as such, he makes a fascinating comment in a footnote: “In principle, there could be a case in which a thought experiment could not be reconstructed explicitly as an argument, because the thought experiment invokes some acceptable, inductive moves, to which we only assent because of the suggestiveness of the thought experiment format.” That is, there may be forms of reasoning which we would consider legitimate within the frame of the thought experiment, but not outside of it. The question then arises: should we consider the within-frame reasoning to be applicable to the actual world?

A common line of criticism against philosophical thought experiments is that the imagined scenario is underspecified with regard to relevant detail. This argument is often made by feminist critics, who charge that philosophers have canonized the tenets for correct moral reasoning without considering the real complexities of our moral practice. A parallel problem is raised by Barbara Massey, Tamara Horowitz, and Richard Gale, each of whom argues that a par-
ticular thought experiment has been insufficiently "filled-in." Frege's thought experiment about the non-logical tribe, Newcomb's problem, and thought experiments from the personal identity literature are criticized by these authors respectively on the grounds that their standard readings fail to recognize the ways in which human beings are actually motivated to reason, to make decisions, or to apply concepts. Joseph Camp's parable against drawing conclusions from overly limited imaginary situations also falls in this category.

The remaining philosophical pieces discuss the relation of thought experiments to other central philosophical concepts. Lilli Alonen looks at the issue of conceivability in Descartes, and Stephen Cade Hetherington explores the relation between conceivability and modal knowledge. Both of these pieces are hard going. Of the scientific pieces, the Norton and Lennox are worth reading closely; the Thomason, Ferge, and Janis also struck me as interesting.

One of the virtues of the Sorensen volume is its excellent bibliography; its indexes (one by subject, one by name), have proven accurate, as have its numerous references. By contrast, the Horowitz and Massey shows signs of careless editing. Internal cross-references to page numbers are almost always unreliable; and in several cases, references are made in footnotes and texts to documents whose citation information is not given in the bibliographies. Both, I suspect, are a function of the book's status as an anthology, as is its lack of any sort of index or comprehensive bibliography.

Both the Sorensen and the Horowitz and Massey volume are available only in hardcover, and thus purchase seems out of the question except for the specialist. But both should be widely available at university libraries, and if Harvard University's Widener Library is any example, both should be in frequent circulation.

---
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